RELIABLE SOURCES* SAY

the Library has reliable sources. Don’t take just anyone’s word for it, ask a Librarian. They know. What else do they know? Credible sources. Credible, reliable sources. Exquisite sources. Sources and resources. Need a source? They’re research enablers. Want the straight dope? They’re credible source pushers. Get thee to a library, go and get your fix.

From the Library Mailbag

Donnie from Shaler:
My phone is dying. Does the Library have a charging station?
Newsletter EDITOR: Yes.

Chuck from Uniontown:
Can you help me with my citations?
Newsletter EDITOR: Ask a Librarian.

Joe from Brookline:
Do you have the textbooks I need for my classes?
Newsletter EDITOR: Ask a Librarian.

Mildew from Sewickley:
Where’s Brookline?
Newsletter EDITOR: Ask a Librarian.

Nikki from Blawnox:
The last newsletter had jokes. What’s up with this one?
Newsletter EDITOR: ...

* Librarians
“Educational—But in a good way!” - Peter Traverse, “I’m all thumbs!” - Richie Reeper, “If I had two, why - I might give my kid one!” - A. Genrus Mann, “Pleasing; and, instructive!” - Sam Johnson

Group Work is All the Rage

Why is this room empty? Why, because their group work is all done. Sally has put the finishing touches on the PowerPoint. Billy has erased his Venn diagram from the White Board. Jill formatted their paper hours ago. And Zed presented his part of the research to get the project rolling. All they have left to do is present their work to the class.

Now it’s your turn. Have a group project coming up? Reserve the room that will raise your group to the top of the class just like Sally, Billy, Jill and Zed.

Coming Soon

Lines at the grocery store.
Lines at the Starbucks.
Lines at the West Penn elevators.
Lines at the book scanner.

Coming soon…
the ScannX II.

Soon, one less line to stand in.
New to the Collection

Don’t wait to worry about overpopulation. Do it now!

What will you do when you’re irradiated by the man?

How Does She Get Her Citations To Look Like That?

It's No Secret...

EasyBib Write Smart.
He was a good fish. Never bit a sole. But now he’s dead and sleeping in a hole.
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